One of the fundamental challenges towards building any intelligent tutoring system is its ability to automatically grade short student answers. A typical automatic short answer grading system (ASAG) grades student answers across multiple domains (or subjects). Grading student answers requires building a supervised machine learning model that evaluates the similarity of the student answer with the reference answer(s). We observe that unlike typical textual similarity or entailment tasks, the notion of similarity is not universal here. On one hand, para-phrasal constructs of the language can indicate similarity independent of the domain. On the other hand, two words, or phrases, that are not strict synonyms of each other, might mean the same in certain domains. Building on this observation, we propose JMD-ASAG, the first joint multidomain deep learning architecture for automatic short answer grading that performs domain adaptation by learning generic and domain-specific aspects from the limited domain-wise training data. JMD-ASAG not only learns the domain-specific characteristics but also overcomes the dependence on a large corpus by learning the generic characteristics from the taskspecific data itself. On a large-scale industry dataset and a benchmarking dataset, we show that our model performs significantly better than existing techniques which either learn domain-specific models or adapt a generic similarity scoring model from a large corpus. Further, on the benchmarking dataset, we report state-of-the-art results against all existing non-neural and neural models.
The proposed approach involving joint multi-domain learning removes need for a large generic language corpus, and, compensates for it by joint learning of domain-specific and generic classifiers. Accompanying formulation details are in Table 1 . Table 1 . An illustration of various approaches to model short answer grading problem. D, Q, R, and S, represent domain, question, reference answer, and student answer, respectively. D G , D S , and D i , represent generic, source, and i th task domains, respectively. In transfer learning school of thought, model learned for generic task (e.g. natural language inference) is adapted to a specific task. In the proposed joint multi-domain learning approach, a model capturing generic language characteristic (f G ) is jointly learned with domain-specific models (f D i ) without requiring large generic source (D S ) corpus.
Introduction
Automatically grading short student answers is critical for building Socratic intelligent tutoring systems [25] . In general, computer-aided assessment systems are particularly useful because grading by humans can become monotonous and tedious [13] . Formally, the problem of Automatic Short Answer Grading (ASAG) is defined as one where for a given question, a short student answer (typically, 1-2 sentences long) is graded against the reference answer(s). Figure 1 and Table 1 illustrate various strategies for ASAG. One of the strategies is to assume that for every question Q, a variety of reference answers R is available during training, i.e. the testing scenario is unseen-answer only. Under this assumptions, a classifier f Q can be trained per question. However, such approaches cannot generalize to unseen-questions and unseen-domains.
To make an approach generalizable to unseen-questions, one can learn a classifier f D per domain. Each subject (e.g. Primary Science) can be treated as a domain. Such approaches alleviate the need for large number of training answer variants for each question. Grading of a student answer is performed conditional to the question and the reference answer(s). Traditionally, these supervised approaches for ASAG use handcrafted features to model the similarity between the reference answers and the student answers [11, 16, 30] . Such techniques succeed in capturing domain specific characteristics; however, their performance is sensitive to feature engineering. Deep learning (DL) approaches can mitigate the need Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. , , © 2019 Association for Computing Machinery. ACM ISBN 978-x-xxxx-xxxx-x/YY/MM. . . $15.00 https://doi.org/10.1145/nnnnnnn.nnnnnnn for hand-crafting features, but rely heavily on availability of large data.
Automatic short-answer grading task lacks large scale data to efficiently train existing architectures of DL models. In absence of domain and task specific large scale data, transfer learning is explored [4, 6, 17, 28] . It builds on the intuition that a source domain D S and corresponding generic task can help learn embeddings (or classifier) f G that approximates universal characteristics of language. Such a model is then transferred to the task-specific domain to obtain the final classifier f D ; either by fine-tuning generic embeddings or by learning a task-specific classifier over generic embeddings. However, we believe that there is a scope for significant improvement in this strategy under certain scenarios.
We propose a joint multi-domain learning approach for short-answer grading. The proposed modelling does not assume availability of any other data beyond the corpus consisting of multiple task-specific domains (D 1 -D k ). It jointly learns domain specific classifiers f D i and a generic classifier f G . Particularly, we believe that this strategy can be very helpful under certain scenarios:
1. If the end task (e.g. ASAG) is pre-defined, it may be well-suited to train the task-specific model, as compared to transferring or fine-tuning. Effectively, the problem boils down to learning from the limited taskspecific training data. 2. If within the pre-defined task, there exists specific domains (e.g. short answer grading for Psychology and Criminology), an adaption of learning across them may be more effective.
Note that these suggestions also help reduce the dependence on a large corpus. The former learns only the taskspecific aspects rather than the language itself, and the latter adapts to the domains by learning both the generic and domain-specific characteristics within the task.
We find that these scenarios are often prevalent in the task of ASAG for intelligent tutoring systems; where, it is likely to have various domain-specific smaller corpora for individual subjects. Although it is hard to train DL models individually (X runs) = (X works) (b) Domain-specific characteristics Table 2 . Two examples from the SemEval-2013 dataset illustrating the importance of generic and domain-specific characteristics in ASAG.
for each domain due to their limited sizes, put together, the corpora from various domains can provide sufficient view of the language understanding. Consider the examples in Table 2 . In the first example, to successfully match the student answer with the reference answer, the model needs to understand a grammatical construct that When X, Y is paraphrase to Y, if X. In order to learn this construct, the training set should contain examples with this syntax; but may not necessarily be from the same domain. In the second example, the system is required to learn that X runs and X works mean the same in the particular domain (in this case, electrical). To successfully understand constructs like these, it is required to have domain-specific training data. Building upon these intuitions, we make the following contributions.
• We motivate the need for a joint multi-domain model for ASAG as unlike typical short text similarity tasks, the meaning of similarity in ASAG can vary across domains. Our examples show the domain-specific as well as generic aspects of similarity.
• We propose a novel Joint Multi-Domain neural model for ASAG (JMD-ASAG) that learns generic and domainspecific aspects simultaneously. It achieves this by utilizing multiple domain-specific corpora, and without requiring a large generic corpus.
• To evaluate the hypothesis of utilizing task-specific corpus, we show the effectiveness of JMD-ASAG compared to a state-of-the-art method that performs transfer learning from a large corpus.
• We compare JMD-ASAG with its generic and domainspecific components on a benchmarking dataset and a proprietary industry dataset. It outperforms both and also achieves improved results on the benchmarking dataset compared to various state-of-the-art non-neural and neural models.
Related Work
This research is positioned at the intersection of domain adaptation and its utility to improve ASAG. Following is a broad overview of related works in these fields of research.
Automatic Short Answer Grading
Traditional approaches of ASAG range from applying manually generated or automated patterns [15, 18, 23, 29] to using hand-crafted features, that include graph alignment features [16, 30] , n-gram features [9] , softcardinality text overlap features [11] , averaged word vector text similarity features [30] and other shallow lexical features [16, 19] . More recently, deep learning techniques have been explored -Riordan et al. [24] adapts the convolutional recurrent neural network, originally proposed by Taghipour and Ng [31] for automated essay scoring and Kumar et al. [13] uses Earth Mover's Distance Pooling over Siamese BiLSTMs. Among other approaches which view this problem as an application of semantic textual similarity, the most recent one, InferSent [6] uses a max pooled bidirectional LSTM network to learn universal sentence embeddings from the MultiNLI corpus [33] . These embeddings have been employed as features in conjunction with hand-crafted features by Saha et al. [26] for ASAG.
Neural Domain Adaptation
Domain Adaptation, with or without neural networks, has been an active area of research for the past decade. Daumé III [7] proposes a highly efficient domain adaptation method based on feature augmentation but one which considers mostly sparse binary-valued features. This is further extended by Kim et al. [12] for dense real-valued features to facilitate usage in neural networks. They use k + 1 LSTMs where k of them capture domain-specific information and one is useful for generic or global information. Other works on domain adaptation augment the k domain-specific models with a domain-specific parameter [1, 2, 32] but unlike our work, do not have a generic component. Finally, Chen and Cardie [5] propose a multinomial adversarial learning framework for multi-domain text classification but restricting themselves to tasks of sentiment classification only. Importantly, none of these neural models perform multi-domain learning for short text similarity which is particularly useful for ASAG as motivated before.
Neural domain adaptation is closely related to neural multitask learning where one single architecture is developed to work across multiple related tasks. It has found applications in sequence tagging [27, 34] , semantic parsing [20] and pairwise sequence classification tasks [3] . Liu et al. [14] employ adversarial learning for better separation of shared and private features on related text classification tasks. Finally, Peng and Dredze [21] combine domain adaptation and multi-task learning for sequence tagging. They propose an architecture where the BiLSTM embedding output is masked into k + 1 parts, representing generic and domain-specific features but do not learn separate components for each of them.
Domain Adaptation for ASAG
Domain adaptation for ASAG has been a relatively less explored area thus far. Notably, Heilman and Madnani [9] propose domain adaptation for ASAG by applying Daumé III [7] 's feature augmentation method to create multiple copies of hand-crafted features. We directly compare against them in the experiments section.
To the best of our knowledge, neural domain adaptation for ASAG is unexplored in the literature. In this research, we propose a neural domain adaptation approach that explores multi-domain information in the context of ASAG.
Method
We propose JMD-ASAG, a Joint Multi-Domain neural network architecture for domain adaptation of ASAG. We discuss our method in two parts -(1) the neural architecture of JMD-ASAG and (2) the training algorithm of JMD-ASAG.
Neural Architecture
The block diagram for the architecture is shown in Figure  2 . For simplicity, it considers two domains but can be generalized to an arbitrary number of domains. We first consider the two key components of the model - (1) 
Text Encoder
The text encoder provides dense feature representation of an input text (in this case, answer). We use bidirectional long short-term memory (BiLSTM) network [10] with maxpooling to encode the input answer, as detailed below. We first embed each word in the answer using an embedding layer. The words are initialized with pre-trained word embeddings and are made trainable to reflect the domain and task dependent nature of the words. The sequence of words are then passed through a BiLSTM layer to generate a sequence of hidden representations. Formally, for a sequence of T words {w t } t =1, ...,T , the BiLSTM layer generates a sequence of {h t } vectors, where h t is the concatenation of a forward and a backward LSTM output:
The hidden vectors {h t } are then converted into a single vector using max-pooling, which chooses the maximum value over each dimension of the hidden units. This fixed size vector is used as the vector representation for the input text. Overall, the text encoder can be treated as an operator E : Text → R d that provides d−dimensional encoding for a given text. Similar architectures for text encoders have been explored before, most notably by [6] for learning universal sentence embeddings.
Text Similarity Scorer
The text similarity scorer processes a reference answer (R) and a student answer (S) pair {R, S } to generate class-wise Joint Multi-Domain Learning for ASAG , , scores. Their textual encodings are obtained using the aforementioned encoder as E(R) and E(S), respectively. These encodings are used to compute the similarity feature representation f . It is formed by concatenating the (1) the reference answer encoding, (2) the student answer encoding, (3) their element-wise multiplication, and (4) their absolute difference.
Note that the dimensionality of the feature f is 4d, where d is the dimensionality of the encoding. The element-wise multiplication and the absolute difference components help capture the information gap between the reference answer and the student answer. Finally, the feature representation is transformed to class-wise similarity scores, by learning a dense layer (W ).
The c−dimensional output of the dense layer represents score for the answer pair's {R, S } association to each of the c classes.
Overall, the text similarity scorer can be treated as an operator S : {Std.Answer, Ref.
Answer} →R c , that computes classwise scores for a given pair of student and reference answer.
Overall Architecture
..,k and one generic scorer S д . For a sample x belonging to the d t h domain, its class-wise similarity score is obtained using its corresponding domain-specific scorer S d and the generic scorer S д . Their scores are added and finally converted to class-wise probabilities using a softmax function σ .
Note that, each scorer has its own set of parameters. In other words, the parameters are not shared across the scorers. The generic scorer is called so because it is trained using data from all the domains and thus learns aspects generic or common to all of them (e.g. example 1 in Table 2 ). The domain-specific ones are trained only using their corresponding domain's data and thus learn the domain-specific characteristics (e.g. example 2 in Table 2 ). These components of the overall network enable it to learn the generic and domain-specific characteristics of a short answer grader from the task-specific data itself.
Training Algorithm
We train JMD-ASAG using algorithm 1. In every epoch, we generate batches by iterating over all the domains in one particular order. Note that the domain changes after every batch. In the architecture, the generic scorer S д is trained in each batch; whereas, depending on the domain D d of the batch, only the corresponding domain-specific scorer S d is trained. As part of the experiments, we explore other methods of for e = 1 to num_epochs do
Compute loss using σ (S д + S d ) and batch.labels 17: Back-propagate and update model 18: end procedure training JMD-ASAG as well and evaluate their performances compared to the proposed one.
Experiments
In this section, we first demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed JMD-ASAG on two datasets -(1) a proprietary large-scale industry dataset and (2) SemEval-2013 dataset [8] .
For both the datasets, we compare our model with:
• Transfer Learning: We follow the learn universal and transfer methodology suggested by Conneau et al. [6] for transferring universal sentence embeddings. We generate embeddings for the reference answer and the student answer using their pre-trained BiLSTM with max-pooling network model 1 , trained on the 430K sentence pairs of MultiNLI [33] . These embeddings are used to compute the feature representation formed by concatenating their element-wise multiplication and absolute difference. Finally, we transfer these features for the task of ASAG using two configurations.
-Generic Transfer Learning (GTrL): We train one multinomial logistic regression model on the entire training set, formed by the combination of the training data from all the domains. The model is subsequently tested on each of the domains individually. -Domain-specific Transfer Learning (DTrL): We train multiple multinomial logistic regression models, one for each domain and subsequently test each of them on the corresponding domain only.
• Task-specific Learning: As part of task-specific learning, we perform ablated comparisons with the generic and the domain-specific components of JMD-ASAG. Specifically, we compare with the following two configurations.
-Generic Task-specific Learning (GTaL): It consists of only the generic scorer S д component of JMD-ASAG. The scores are converted to class-wise probabilities using a softmax layer on top of the scorer; i.e. P(x) = σ (S д (x)), where x ∈ {D d } d =1,2, ..,k . This model learns only one scorer on the entire training set and captures the generic characteristics of domainagnostic training. Note that, this architecture is same as BiLSTM+MaxPooling model employed by Conneau et al. [6] ; except that here the network is trained with short answer grading data itself. -Domain-specific Task-specific Learning (DTaL):
It consists of the domain-specific scorers, one for each domain. For the domain D d , the class-wise probabilities are obtained as
Since the samples from each domain affect the training of the corresponding domain-specific scorers only, it can be seen as a model that consists of k domain-specific models, each trained and tested on a separate domain.
For the SemEval-2013 benchmarking dataset [8] , we also compare JMD-ASAG with various state-of-the-art non-neural and neural systems. For fairness of comparison, we use the exact same batches and training parameters in GTaL, DTaL, and proposed JMD-ASAG. All experimental results are reported in terms of accuracy, macro-averaged F1 and weighted-F1 metrics. We conclude with a discussion on the implementation details and a comparative study of the various training protocols for JMD-ASAG showing why algorithm 1 is proposed for training the model.
Large-scale Industry Dataset
The proprietary industry dataset contains 87K tuples of question, reference answer, student answer, and class label (grade) provided by experts. It consists of 5 domains -Psychology (PSY), Sociology (SOC), Communications (COM), American Government (GOV), and Criminology (CRI). Given a question, a reference answer and a student answer, we address a 3-way classification problem involving correct, partially correct, and incorrect classes.
For each of the domains, we perform 80-20% split of the student answers per question. They are combined for all questions to create the train and test sets. Table 3a shows the domain-wise train and test splits. Table 4 shows some examples of the questions, reference answers, student answers and class labels from all 5 domains of the large-scale industry dataset. Based on the results reported in Table 5a , following are some of our key observations.
• Limitations of GTrL: We find that GTrL exhibits significantly poor results compared to all the other models. On the overall test set, its macro-F1 is 11% worse than GTaL. This is partly attributed to the Out Of Vocabulary (OOV) issue. The word embedding dictionary contains 840B words overall and out of the 46K vocabulary of the proprietary dataset, embeddings are found for only 24K terms. The task-specific models alleviate this issue by initializing all OOV words with different random embeddings and then learning them for the task.
• Effect of Domains: Unsurprisingly, the domain-specific characteristics are better learned and preserved when the model is trained on only one domain's data.
-On Transfer Learning (GTrL vs DTrL): All domains combined, domain-specific transfer learning yields about 6% of macro-F1 improvement, while also consistently improving the results for each domain individually. Unsurprisingly, the domain-specific characteristics are better learned and preserved when the transferred features are trained on only one domain's data.
-On Task-Specific Learning (GTaL vs DTaL):
In all the domains, except for PSY, we find that DTaL shows better performance than GTaL. This is similar to the observation in transfer learning modelsdomain-specific training preserves the corresponding characteristics better.
• Task-Specific Learning vs Transfer Learning: Consistently, it is observed that task-specific learning outperforms the transfer learning models within similar settings.
-Generic (GTrL vs GTaL): When training on the combined training data, task-specific learning shows 8-13% better macro-F1 compared to transfer learning. -Domain-specific (DTrL vs DTaL): Similarly, when there are separate models for each domain, improvements of 3-7% are observed by virtue of task-specific learning. These improvements suggest that task-specific learning on sufficient training data can outperform (universal) transfer learning methods.
• 
How is attribution of a source treated with common knowledge? R: Common knowledge, which is widely known information in the public domain does not need to be cited, but when in doubt whether information is common knowledge, cite it.
There is no need to attribute common knowledge to a source. The breaking of a law correct Crime is defined as deviant forms of behavior. partial deviant forms of behavior that are abnormal incorrect Table 4 . Some examples of questions, reference answers and student answers from each of the five domains of the large-scale industry dataset. < DTrL < GTaL < DTaL < JMD-ASAG. Figure 3 illustrates this observation.
SemEval-2013 [8] Dataset
This benchmarking dataset was released as part of the SemEval-2013 Shared Task 7 on "The Joint Student Response Analysis and 8th Recognizing Textual Entailment Challenge". It consists of two different subsets -(1) Beetle, containing student responses from interaction with a dialog based tutor and (2) SciEntsBank, containing student responses to science questions. In this work, we show results only on SciEntsBank as each Beetle question contains multiple reference answers. We plan to adapt our architecture for multiple reference answers as part of the future work. The SciEntsBank corpus consists of questions belonging to 12 science domains and their train, test splits are shown in Table 3b 2 . For the same set of samples, the task is performed at three different levels of granularity -(1) 2-way classification into correct and incorrect classes, (a) The large-scale industry dataset.
Domains
Transfer Learning [6] Task-Specific Learning Transfer Learning [6] Task-Specific Learning Table 5 . Comparison of Joint Multi-Domain ASAG (JMD-ASAG) with Generic Transfer Learning (GTrL), Domain-specific Transfer Learning (DTrL), Generic Task-specific Learning (GTaL) and Domain-specific Task-specific Learning (DTaL) models on (a) the proprietary large-sclae industry dataset, and (b) 2-way, 3-way and 5-way classification tasks of SemEval-2013 SciEntsBank dataset (2) 3-way classification into correct, incorrect and contradictory classes, and (3) 5-way classification into correct, partially correct, contradictory, irrelevant and non domain classes. Note that the test set has the same samples across all the tasks. However, their labels change as the task becomes more granular. Table 5b shows the results pertaining to the three classification tasks 3 . Following are some of the key observations.
• Limitations of GTrL: Even when the task-specific training data is significantly lesser (4,969 samples in this dataset), GTrL's macro-average F1 is up to 4% worse than GTaL and DTaL. It suggests that there is a significant scope for improvement.
• Effect of Domains: We observe moderate evidence that domain-specific training can improve learning in case of the SemEval dataset. DTaL is at max 1% better than GTaL. Similarly, there is limited evidence of transfer learning benefiting consistently from domainspecific training. Note that, as shown in Table 2b , the training samples per domain range between 70 to 697; which may be too few for effective (task-specific or transfer) learning per domain.
• Task-Specific Learning vs Transfer Learning: In this dataset too, task-specific models outperform transfer learning models.
-Generic (GTrL vs GTaL): It is observed that for generic setting, task-specific learning yields about 3-4% higher macro-averaged F1 compared to transfer learning. Thus, training from very limited taskspecific data (5K samples) can yield superior models than transfer learning from massive inference corpus (430K samples). -Domain-specific (DTrL vs DTaL): In domain-specific setting, task-specific models are around 3-6% better macro-F1 than those from transfer learning. As noted earlier, the domain specific data in SemEval dataset is very small, however, the task-specific learning is still more effective than transfer learning.
• Effectiveness of JMD-ASAG: JMD-ASAG improves upon both GTaL and DTaL. For 2-way, it obtains almost 2% better macro-averaged F1. The improvement for 3-way is even higher -4% and 3% over G-ASAG and D-ASAG respectively. Finally, 5-way results are also significantly better with 2% better macro-F1. This suggests that proposed JMD-ASAG can consistently outperform generic and domain-specific learning by incorporating benefits from both. Table 2 shows two examples from this dataset where JMD-ASAG is able to predict that the student answers are correct, while GTaL and DTaL individually cannot. We believe this is owing to our model's ability to capture generic and domain-specific characteristics simultaneously.
Comparison with State-of-the-Art:
We compare JMD-ASAG with eight state-of-the-art models for ASAG. These include four non-neural models and three neural models. The non-neural models are CoMeT [19] , ETS [9] , SoftCardinality [11] and Sultan et al. [30] . CoMeT, ETS and SoftCardinality are three of the best performing systems in the SemEval-2013 task. Note that ETS [9] is the only work Table 6 . Comparison of JMD-ASAG with state-of-the-art non-neural and neural models on SemEval-2013 SciEntsBank dataset. JMD-ASAG outperforms all existing models on this dataset. † Results as reported by Riordan et al. [24] .
of domain adaptation for ASAG and they do so by feature augmentation [7] . Sultan et al. [30] is a more recent work on ASAG that utilizes alignment, term-weighting and vector similarity features to solve the problem.
One of the three neural models is a state-of-the-art essay scoring model by Taghipour and Ng [31] . We use two configurations of their model for comparison -(1) best parameter set used by Taghipour and Ng [31] and (2) tuned parameter set used by Riordan et al. [24] for ASAG. The other two neural models are InferSent [6] , the generic transfer learning model and one model by Saha et al. [26] that combines hand-crafted and deep learning features. Notably, Saha et al. [26] utilizes hand-crafted token features along with deep learning embeddings, suggesting that such fusion is helpful for ASAG. Table  6 reports all the results.
We find that JMD-ASAG yields significantly better results than all compared systems in all the three tasks. We report 1% better macro-averaged F1 than Saha et al. [26] in 2-way. The improvement in 3-way is significantly higher, with 5% better macro-averaged F1 than Saha et al. [26] . For 5-way, the gain is 2%. Much to our surprise, none of the existing systems use the domain information on this dataset, which accounts for most of the improvement. We also find it particularly creditable that our end-to-end neural architecture is able to significantly outperform Saha et al. [26] which combines hand-crafted features with deep learning features. As has been shown in, embedding hand-crafted features in any deep learning architecture can further enhance the performance of any short answer grading task. We leave this as part of the future work.
Implementation Details
We use Keras with Tensorflow as back-end for implementing our models. For the text encoder, the maximum length of the answers is set to 50 words. The embedding dimension of the words is set to 300. All word vectors are initialized with GloVe embeddings [22] and are further updated for our task. The size of the LSTM hidden units is set to 100. The batch size is kept as 32. All models are trained for 15 epochs using categorical cross-entropy loss and Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 0.001.
Comparison of Training Protocols
We explore different ways of training JMD-ASAG and empirically show why algorithm 1 is the proposed way of training JMD-ASAG. We compare the following three approaches -(1) train the network such that the domain is changed after each batch, (2) train the network such that the domain is changed after each epoch, and (3) train the network such that the domain is changed only after the network has converged for the previous domain. Note that the first approach is same as algorithm 1. The second approach is also similar but with lines 5 (the loop of batches) and 6 (the loop of domains) in algorithm 1 interchanged. In the third approach, the loop that iterates over domains (line 6 in algorithm 1) comes before the other two loops. Table 7 compares the three approaches on the combined test set of the industry dataset.
Batch-and epoch-wise trained models show similar performances and massively outperform domain-wise trained models. This however, is unsurprising. Whenever the model is trained on a particular domain's data until convergence, it is fine-tuned for the current domain, and subsequently decreases the performance on the previous domains. This leads to a progressive reduction in numbers for each of the previous domains and eventually, lowering the performance on the overall test set. This phenomenon is observed in Figure 4 . On training with a new domain (horizontal-axis), the macro-F1 (vertical-axis) for all the previous domains keep decreasing progressively. Table 7 . Comparison of various training protocols of JMD-ASAG on the industry dataset.
Conclusion and Future Works
Till date, one of the fundamental challenges towards building a real-world deployable intelligent tutoring system has been the lack of adaptability of an automatic short answer grading across various domains or subjects. While almost all existing works have modeled the problem as a typical textual similarity problem independent of the domain, we find that in ASAG the notion of similarity varies across domains. In response, we propose JMD-ASAG, a novel neural network architecture for joint multi-domain learning of ASAG. JMD-ASAG not only learns the domain-specific characteristics of similarity but also the generic aspects that is universal to the properties of the language. For k domains, JMD-ASAG achieves both these by learning k domain-specific similarity scorers and one generic scorer in an end-to-end trainable neural architecture. Also, it does not rely on a large corpus for learning the generic characteristics. Empirical evaluation on a proprietary large-scale industry dataset and a benchmarking dataset show that JMD-ASAG outperforms a state-of-the-art transfer learning model and models that only employ generic or domain-specific learning from task-specific training data. We report state-of-the-art results on the benchmarking dataset and also empirically show why our proposed algorithm for training the model is the most optimal among various other protocols. We believe JMD-ASAG can further benefit from better similarity scorers; exploring this is left as part of the future work.
In the quest for building a first of its kind large-scale intelligent tutoring system, we have deployed our JMD-ASAG model trained on the five domains of the industry dataset. The pilot study of the system is currently being carried out with about thousand students across the globe. In the future, we plan to scale our system to 100 subjects. Our architecture is simple yet effective, ensuring that such scale up should be trivial. Also, we believe that with increased number of domains, the generic characteristics of the language will be better learned, leading to further gains in performance. Finally, although our results are specific to the task of ASAG, we believe that the architecture of JMD-ASAG can be directly applied to any semantic similarity task that requires capturing generic and domain-specific characteristics. We plan to explore this too as part of the future work.
